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OVERVIEW
The “Base Torres “ trail in the Chilean Patagonian mountains is one of the most iconic trails of Chile. In
recent years the trail has experienced a rapid and accelerated growth in hikers and wilderness adventurers.
The trail itself was originally a collection of cattle trails linked together by past adventurers to get to the
awe inspiring granite towers that now draw thousands of tourists from around the world each season.
Having originally been built by those seeking greener pastures, so to speak, it was never designed to stand
up to the demands of a world class hiking route. The lack of a trail management plan combined with this
accelerated demand has lead to serious erosion issues.
As well, the Park provides services including accommodations, tent sites, amenities and a shop - has
meant the implementation of a horse service to bring in relevant supplies and remove waste along with
occasional hikers. This and the 500 - 1200 hikers seen in a single day in peak season is continuing to
compound the erosion problem and has lead to an alliance of partners and stakeholders seeking ways to
sustainably manage the now overloaded trail.
The purpose of this project is to assess and inventory the current state of the “Las Torres” Trail starting at
the Hotel Las Torres Patagonia, in Reserva Cerro Paine and culminating at the look up point of Las Torres
del Paine in Torres del Paine National Park, and to provide a summary of possible solutions and
corrective measures to the partners for review and funding purposes.
The inventory and recommendations were conducted on site over a two week period by Jacob Brett
(Technical Trail Specialist) and Veda Roberge (Project Operations Manager) of the Shuswap Trail
Alliance through a partnership project with the NGO AMA Torres del Paine in February 2016. The
project was updated the next year with visit and onsite recommendations.
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GOALS
1. Conduct a thorough Inventory of the “Base Torres” trail, including slope grades, erosion,
structures and all other trail related issues.
2. Come up with a series of
a. corrective measures for the existing trail and
b. possible re-routes around/away from severely eroded sections of trail.
3. Look at possible options for
a. creating a loop trail (where possible), possibly single direction and
b. adding a service/equestrian specific trail to separate users.
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GENERAL OBSERVANCES
The following general technical observations were made during the on-site trail inventory and assessment.
See detailed inventory for location-specific field notes. For more details on technical trail design standards
see the reference section.
●

High silt percentage in the soil including sand and fine rock particles; the low clay and loam
content lead to excessive erosion when exposed to the elements and excess use.

●

Sporadic occurrences of loam (1 - 10cm deep, averaging around 3-5 cm).

●

High silt deposits in area - indicator of consistent water flows.

●

Large stone and rock deposits (up to 6") within trail tread - indicator of large water flows.

●

Concaving of tread surface - holds water, causes braiding from trail users avoiding water.

●

Evidence of high winds, trees growing bent, concaving of banks - causing erosion in softer layers
eventually leading to collapsing of banks etc. along trails

●

Trail grades of over 30% - encourages users to engage the trail in a more aggressive behaviour for
footing and attracts water, accelerating erosion.

●

Approx 70% of trail to Chileno is over 15% slope grade - promoting excessive erosion.

●

Sections exceed the 50/50 rule (trail grade < 50% of the hill grade) - which attracts water.

●

Some trail sections almost follow the fall line (slope = 100% of the hill grade) - this attracts water
and enables it to gain velocity, accelerating erosion.

●

●

Extensive trail braiding due to
○

a) Users seeking easier or more direct route.

○

b) Users seeking to pass others.

○

c) Users seeking to avoid perceived risk and/or erosion.

○

d) Users seeking shade or a rest spot.

Sections of exposed bedrock - safety issue at increased grades as it becomes covered in debris
migrating down trail and becomes slippery.

●

Channeling/ditching caused by excessive erosion - attracts and holds water (in excessive
situations, over extended periods, this can affect the ecology below the trail as it changes the
natural flow of water.)
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●

Evidence of accelerated damage caused by hiking pole tips - aerates and breaks up the soil which
is then removed by water and wind.

●

Narrow sections and pinch points - increases perceived risk and encourages sluffing.

●

Lower Las Torres (First half): Multi-use (horse/hike)/Multi-direction and narrow sections encourages widening and braiding of trail as users try to move out of the way of horses.

●

Oversaturated trail use - encourages widening and braiding of trail as users try to pass one
another.

●

Inconsistency in structure design - diminishes user experience and trust, raises safety concerns,
and increases liability.

●

Inconsistency in signage - diminishes user experience and trust

.
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
The following general suggestions grow from the previous observations and are applicable to
management of the entire trail.
●

Educate users to remain on the trail and avoid the use of spurs/side trails/braids.

●

Choose a dedicated route for horses and stick to it. Discourage braiding and shortcutting.

●

Educate the staff in conservation and sustainability, foster pride in the area and its resources
(land), create a hands on program where staff spend time in the field participating in maintenance
and reclamation with CONAF or ONG AMA Torres Del Paine.

●

Offer a programme for school groups to come and work on reclamation/conservation.

●

Implement a 'No Spike' rule in the park where in all hiking poles must have rubber tips.

●

Add season specific user restrictions -EJ: close sections in wet season.

●

Cap usage - decide what level of erosion is acceptable and at what point intervention is needed.
What volume of users is supportive of this number and what is not?

●

Create a one direction return loop - this would half the number of users per trail section per day
and minimize braiding due to passing.

●

Create a service-specific route for horses - this would decrease usage on other trails and raise trail
user experience.
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CONSIDERATIONS
A variety of issues, needs, and values (environmental, social, and economic) need to be considered in
order to determine the best solutions for long-term sustainability of a trail system. The following
questions and comments were raised during the on-site trail inventory and are offered here as a list of
topics for further consideration during decision-making and planning.
●

Need to consider: Why do people come here? - Children at heart, curious, adventurous, impulsive
and naive.

●

User experience - maintain or exceed? how do we continue this trend?

●

Environmental impacts and damage - need to weigh the impact of re-routing or building a new
trial compared to leaving a damaged trail as it is. Which will provide the greatest long-term gain?

●

Eco-system compensation - if we create impact in one area, we seek to restore a similar or greater
area elsewhere.

●

Reclamation of a fragile ecosystem - how, what, why, when and where?

●

Design and access - design for what we are capable of. Must ask: can we do what we want where
we want? Is it feasible? What about ongoing maintenance?

●

Future erosion - build for predicted future usage, not just now.

●

Future erosion and maintenance - all trails erode and require maintenance. What are our accepted
levels of erosion? And what is our standard of good maintenance?

●

Education and Management (discipline) - How do we keep our standards intact?

●

Business sustainability - must consider the future social and economic impact of trails on
surrounding areas. It is well known that trail based tourism provides a strong revenue source for
locals communities and outlying areas..

●

Horses like to walk on softer earth where possible, rocks and bedrock encourage them to seek
softer footing. Therefore must ask: what is the best trail tread route location?
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SPECIFICATIONS
The “Base Las Torres” Trail Inventory and Upgrade Report recommendations are based on technical
standards laid out in the Shuswap Trail Design Guidelines, which is a culmination of tried and tested
techniques used by both the Shuswap Trail Alliance and many other associations and organizations which
have been listed in the manual. They reflect current best-practises in sustainable trail design. Please see
the Technical Notes section below for specific technical specifications, and the Reference section for cited
sources. Unless otherwise specified, a Type 3-4 natural surface trail tread standard is assumed for all
sections of the trails. .
All work to the Shuswap Trail Design Standards (STA, 2008. aka Provincial/Whistler/IMBA Standards,
2003).

Characteristics:
●
●
●

designed for four-season non-motorized use: hike & snowshoe.
intermediate to advanced backcountry cross-country trail use
roots and rocks removed from tread where reasonable

Finish:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Natural surface mineral soil tread
5-8° outslope preferred
backslope 30-45˚
tread width 90-120 cm (width increase on side slopes)
average grade 10%; maximum grade with 15-20% for short sections
regular use of undulations and grade reversals for maximum water drainage
brushing clear height: 2.4m; clear width 1.3m
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Example of Type 3 trail
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Example of type 4 tread
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PROPOSED CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Originally formed by cattle and the occasional explorer accessing the valley and the iconic granite towers
over the last 20 or so years, Torres del Paine National Park has endured increasing growth over its
lifespan to boast an astounding 250,000+ guest in 2017 with a impressive growth over the previous season
This is the “Base Torres “ trail as exist now

This trail can be broken into 2 distinct sections:
1. From Hotel Las Torres Patagonia to Chileno - ‘Lower Las Torres’ .
2. From Refugio Chileno to Mirador Las Torres - ‘Upper Las Torres’.
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As each section lies within a different management area (CONAF & Reserva Cerro Paine), different
jurisdictional and management practices and standards are employed in the maintenance, development
and signage of each section. As user experience is paramount the need for a somewhat cohesive and
unified trail management and development plan including signage is recommended so as to maintain clear
and consistent messaging and overall experience for the many quests that use this trail and ultimately the
entire national park.

Section 1 : Lower Las Torres
After the first phase of Inventory and analysis was completed. One in which recognized and
acknowledged the severe state of erosion to this section of the trail, a detailed upgrade plan was proposed
in order to firstly minimize and focus the existing impacts into a sustainable trail, and secondly begin to
reverse and repair the damage already caused, returning it back to a natural state.

Existing Trails Segments:
Name

Distance

Status

Hotel Las Torres to Chileno

4.5 km

Severe user and water based erosion. Requires
immediate attention

Cuernos connector

3.8 km

The upper section will require rerouting to connect to
the new ascencio trail, the lower section still requires
the completion of a full Inventory and analysis.

TOTAL

8.3km

Recommendations:
●

Due to the existing state of the trail, this includes prolonged excessive grades, severe channeling,
excessive trail braiding, lack of drainage and conflicting user groups, it will be extremely time
consuming and expensive to begin to repair. This trail exceeds many of today's modern
sustainable trail best practices and would require large amounts of rerouting and structures further
impacting and already strained ecosystem. The overlapping nature of existing erosion and new
repairs would make it almost impossible to contain users to a newer, lower grade and ultimately
longer trail.
It is therefore recommended that a completely new route be found that could be sustainably built
from the onset. A route that is far enough away from the existing route so as to hide from view
and where this is not possible, mitigate the desire for users to migrate to the old more direct trail.
This new line would be routed in a way to add to the user experience providing rest and
interpretive point along the way. An extension/reroute would need to be made in order to connect
to the existing Los Cuernos Connector

●

A new Equestrian trail would also be created with the intent of separating user groups, removing
the need for braided lines caused through user conflict/avoidance. This new trail would similarly
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be designed in alignment with current sustainable practices and again far enough removed from
both the new hiking and old eroded trail as to mitigate migration between them.
●

The existing trail is to be aggressively closed, with the use of barriers, informative signage and
policing. A multiphase recuperation approach will then be implemented in order to begin to
decommission it and return it to a naturalized state. Phase one would include aggressive drainage
and water diversion from the top down. Any water moving on the old trail would seriously
undermine efforts of recuperation, washing away soil, seeds and much needed organic matter. In
fact it would do nothing short of continue the erosion process, only at a slower rate. This may take
multiple seasons to achieve so careful monitoring through the wettest seasons will be required.

●

Once successful water mitigation has been accomplished Phase 2 would see the implementation
of landscaping, re-contouring and re-vegetation with the possible use of permaculture techniques
in order to speed the process up.. There are many different techniques for mass re-vegetation that
can be used but it is best to difur to existing local/provincial group with previous experience in the
successful regeneration of native plant life. A careful monitoring plan will need to be
implemented until such a time as the revegetation has reach successful free grow state.

●

Another approach that is recommended in order to lessen impact on a point to point trail would be
to explore the feasibility of creating a return loop. There are many factors to consider with an
approach such as:
○ Cons
■ Increased physical footprint created by additional trail surface.
■ Human presence over a greater area.
■ Additional collateral damage incurred during the construction phase (kept to absolute
minimum through use of sustainable best practices.)
■ Increased maintenance and patrols is required.
■ Increase financial requirement in order to build and maintain.
○ Pros
■ Ability to focus user impact onto a purpose built, environmentally sensitive and
sustainable trail surface
■ Trail braiding and migration are mitigated through good design and trail placement.
■ Normal user created wear is dispersed over a greater area, lessening the impact on any
single section of tread.
■ Social footprint and human presence will be dispersed over a greater area creating less
congestion and strain on the environment at any single location.
■ User experience in increased due to increase diversity of exposure to the natural
environment.
■ User engagement within the environment is increased due to increase diversity of
exposure to the natural environment.
■ Multiple evacuation routes.
■ Sustainable best practices can be employed from the onset, enabling for better grades,
better drainage and a superior trail minimizing future damage and erosion.

The return loop in this section is a would be a very challenging area to build but is worth exploring as an
option in order to decrease overall erosion and increase user experience.
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Key Notes & Considerations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Build for very high usage, use construction techniques designed to take the extra pressures of a
high volume trail.
Consider capping user volumes in order to limit user based erosion.
Extensive recuperation is required - aggressive water diversion needs to be undertaken prior to
any organic rejuvenation.
Look for natural rest spots with shade.
Build in viewpoints and other points of interest.
2 large suspension bridges will be needed to maintain a route along the Ascencio.
Explore the possibility of creating a loop trail, this will cut the user based erosion in half without
needing to cap user volumes.

Proposed New sections:
Name

Distance

Status

NEW Ascencio Trail

3800 m

Flagged, in 2017

NEW Ascencio Trail
(Seasonal River Access)

500 m

GPSed, Ground truthed

NEW Cuernos Connector

600 m approx

GPSed, Ground truthed

NEW Equestrian Trail

2000 m approx

GPSed, Ground truthed

TOTAL
(Potential return loop)

6,900m
5000 m approx

Requires exploration

Existing/Re-purposed sections:
Name

Distance

Status

Lower Las Torres Hike trails segments (Combined)

1400 m

Existing, requires
fixes

Equestrian trail segments (Combined)

3200 m

Existing, requires
fixes

Los Cuernos Conector

3000 m

Existing, requires
fixes

TOTAL
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Total trail lengths once complete:
Name

Distance

Hotel to Chileno - Hike

5200m

Hotel to Chileno - Equestrian

5200m

Additional Return Loop

5000m Approx

Addition Seasonal Access

500m

Los cuernos Conector

3600m

Proposed Ascencio trail map

Section 2: Upper Las Torres
This section of trail is much more sheltered than the first section, with a high percentage hidden beneath
the tree line sheltering it from direct exposure to the elements. Another notable difference is a consistently
lower grade overall. Lower grades equal lower erosion and a more sustainable trail system. However,
there are still a very high number of shorter steep pitches, some that have older structural attempts to
minimize erosion and are now showing signs of age if not giving away altogether. There is also a higher
density of water/wet spot crossings as you move up the valley, some of which again have older structures
that could do with updating due to age and others requiring completely new installations. )
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Existing Trails Segments (within “Upper Las Torres Section”)
Name

Distance

Refugio Chileno to
Campamento Torres
Campamento Torres to
Mirador Las Torres

Status

Approx 3.3 km

Lower grades with some steep pitches requiring
attention, some structure upgrades and installs

Approx 1.5 km

Very steep grades. Due to large amount of rock a
large in tread percentage is considered acceptable,
multiple steep pitch with soil tread surface require
attention

TOTAL

4.8km

Proposed New sections:
Name

Distance

Status

Return Loop Option 1

Approx 4km

Requires onsite feasibility
assessment

Recommendations:
●
●
●
●

Update, replace and install structures where needed. Including rock stairs, bridges and
boardwalks.
Explore reroute option where possible
Update signage
Explore the option for an approach/return loop. An effective way in which to minimize erosion on
an existing out and back trail is to turn it into a loop trail, this halves the amount of impact by
eliminating the need for guests to travel the same section of trail twice. It also increases the user
experience by adding additional trail, sites and views. Here we proposed one route but it will need
to be evaluated on site when project gets fund. The option of a return loop could be create a
parallel trail uphill on the same side of the river as the existing one. A proposed Broad costing for
option one has been provided below.

Key Notes & Considerations:
●
●
●
●

Build for very high usage, use construction techniques designed to take the extra pressures of a
high volume trail.
Consider capping user volumes in order to limit user based erosion.
Although the Moraine has excessive grades much of it is considered sustainable due to its rock
base.
Many Existing structures need repair and/or replacement
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●

Explore the possibility of creating a loop trail, this will cut the user based erosion in half without
needing to cap user volumes (addressed above)

Proposed optional loop trail

STRUCTURES
At times various structures may need to be implemented in order to bypass natural land features, obstacles
and/or areas of environmental sensitivity, such as water courses, wet areas, ravines etc. There are many
different types of structures that can be used depending on the ‘user type’ and ‘trail type’. These can
include bridge,s boardwalks, culverts, stairs, stiles and different types of filters. In other situations the
trail itself may need to be reinforced via different retaining techniques.
Note: 2 large span bridges will be required in order to complete this plan, either solid span or
suspension. These designs and construction will need to be outsourced with experienced and qualified
engineers.
Refer to appendix # 1 regarding examples of structures by the Shuswap Trail Alliance and other trail
organizations to deal with some of the most common scenarios.
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RECUPERATION / RESTAURATION
In areas where old trails need to be removed it is necessary to recuperate these areas back to a natural
state. This usually requires several stages, more may be needed where old trails a very well defined and
compacted.
Lower las Torres (sections)
Name

Distance

Status

Recuperation A

1750m

Existing, requires water corrections and organic transplanting
and revegetation

Recuperation B

275m

Existing, requires water corrections and organic transplanting
and revegetation

Recuperation C

200m

Existing, requires water corrections and organic transplanting
and revegetation

Reclamation D

180m

Existing, requires water corrections and organic transplanting
and revegetation

TOTAL

2305m

Ascensio Trail - Recuperation Sign Location Approximations

●

Soil Aeration - On old trails of high soil compaction (usually those of high user volumes), in
order to promote plant growth it is necessary to breakup and aerate the compacted soil, this will
increase
the
success
of
vegetation
regrowth
greatly.
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●

Visual appeal - In order to discourage further use it is necessary to break up the visual appeal of
the area with ‘NATIVE’ and ‘NATURAL’ distractions and anchors. These can include the
planting of shrubs and trees, installation of rocks and organic debris such a fallen trees.
Installation of organic layers such as leaves moss etc. This also includes the removal of all not
‘NATIVE’ and ‘NATURAL’ materials. The important thing here is to make sure only material
which can be found ‘naturally’ in this environment be added in realistic quantities. Anything none
native or out of proportion to the environment can detract and add an artificial feel to the area.

●

Filters & Barriers - It may in some situations require some sort of temporary filter such as a low
fence or barrier in order to discourage users and provide the necessary time and relief for the
environment to begin to recover. these should be generally treated as temporary and be removed
once they have served their purpose. In rare situations they may need to remain.

●

Signage - As a general rule if people know the reasons why something is being recuperated they
are much more likely to respect it. Appropriate temporary recuperation signage is always
recommended. A brief summary of why is sometimes nice addition and also helps to inform users
of effort being made to positively affect the local environment, adding to the public perceptions of
the organizations and reinforcing its sustainable environmental approach.

TRAIL SIGNAGE
Clear, concise, relevant and cohesive signage is a vital component of any successful trail network, this
importance increases as user volumes increase. A complete Sign Standards development has been
recommended in order to create continuity of both brand and messaging.
For the purposes of broad costing estimates, although we acknowledge differences in signage design and
management, we have included it in a general sense with more specific details and costing to be addressed
once the project has commenced.
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TRAIL PROJECTED BROAD COSTING ESTIMATE
The following are a series of broad costing estimates based on CAD Dollars to act as a general guide.
These are to be re-evaluated at local market value at the commencement of the project. Sections marked
TBD are yet ‘To Be Determined’ and are requiring further information, exploration or technical diagnosis
such as engineering evaluations..

Section 1: Lower Las
Torres

Quantity

Unit

Cost/Unit

Hotel Las Torres to Chileno

Cost
Estimate

Notes

$450.685

New tread construction

3800

m

$19,00

$72.200

Tread Maintenance and drainage
corrections

1400

m

$5,90

$8.260

Decommission/Reclamation

2305

m

$19,00

$43.795

Rock step and armour tread

500

m

$35,00

$17.500

Suspension Bridge - new
installation

2

bridge

$50.000

$100.000

Estimates. (needs to be
outsourced)

Suspension Bridge - repair existing

1

bridge

$25.000

$25.000

Estimates. (needs to be
outsourced)

Replace existing bridges

55

m

$1.000

$55.000

2 spans, recommend metal
truss stringers

½ Gabion Retention Tread

60

m

$300

$18.000

See detail below

½ Gabion Retention Tread potential

300

m

$300

$90.000

Potential option for erosion
areas

Rest Areas

5

area

$1.800

$9.000

Picnic benches

Interpretive Sites

3

site

$400

$1.200

Interpretive signs

Seasonal Lower Beach Route

500

m

$19

$9.500

optional to get to the river.

Signage

30

ea

$41

$1.230

Includes Enroute, trailhead
and recuperation signage

Los Cuernos Reroute

(Amended)

$32.785

Recon & Route Finding

8

hrs

$40

$320

Ground Truthing and Flagging

4

hrs

$40

$160

New tread construction

600

m

$19

$11.400

Tread Maintenance and drainage
corrections

3000

m

$5,90

$17.700

Structures Construction

TBD

m

$3.000

$3.000

5

ea

$41

$205

Signage
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New Equestrian Route

$63.480

Tread Maintenance and drainage
corrections

3200

m

$5,90

$18.880

New tread construction

2000

m

$19

$38.000

10

ea

$660

$6.600

Culvert Installation

Return loop – Optional (Lower Las Torres)

@ 10m

$161.710

Recon & Route Finding

32

hrs

$40

$1.280

Ground Truthing and Flagging

80

hrs

$40

$3.200

New tread construction

4000

m

$19

$76.000

Estimates. Will be
determine on site.

Structure Construction

80

m

$1.000

$80.000

Estimates. For funding
purpose

Signage

30

ea

$41

$1.230

Section 2: Upper Las
Torres

Quantity Unit

Cost/Unit

Chileno to Camp Torres (Existing)

Cost
Estimate

Notes

$188.100

Tread/drainage correction

500

m

$6

$2.950

New tread construction

620

m

$19

$11.780

Decommission/Reclamation

630

m

$19

$11.970

Rock step and armour tread

800

m

$35

$28.000

New bridge installations

17

m

$1.000

$17.000

Replace existing bridges

51

m

$1.000

$51.000

recommend metal stringer

Potential bridge (monitor erosion)

15

m

$1.000

$15.000

2 deck spans, monitor

Boardwalk install

50

m

$630

$31.500

Potential Boardwalk (monitor
erosion)

30

m

$630

$18.900

Camp. Torres to Mirador Las Torres
Conduct field inventory

Rock step and armour tread 100

$9.400

1

Tread/drainage correction 1000

monitor

day
m
m
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Return Loop (Upper Las Torres)

$169.390

Recon & Route Finding

32

hrs

$40

$1.280

Ground Truthing and Flagging

80

hrs

$40

$3.200

New tread construction

4000

m

$19

$76.000

Estimates. For funding

Rock step and armour tread

200

m

$35

$7.000

Estimates. For funding

Structure Construction - Bridges

50

m

$1.000

$50.000

Estimates. For funding

Structure Construction Boardwalks

50

m

$630

$31.500

Estimates. For funding

Signage

10

ea

$41

$410

Estimates. For funding

Sub Total Base Torres

$1.075.550

Project Management

10% of project cost

$107.555

Administration

2% of project cost

$21.511

Total Base Torres

$1.204.616

Totals Summary
Distance

Section
Total

Average cost
per/m

Hotel Las Torres to Chileno

8423

$450.685

$54

Los Cuernos Reroute

3600

$32.785

$9

New Equestrian Route

5200

$63.480

$12

Return loop - Optional

4080

$161.710

$40

Chileno to Camp Torres
(Existing)

2713

$188.100

$69

Camp. Torres to Mirador Las
Torres

1100

$9.400

$9

Return Loop

4300

$169.390

$39

29416

$1.075.550

$37

Section Name

Total

Taking the exchange Rate of 1 CAD Dollars = 0,78 USD Dollars the total project estimated
would be USD 939.600. (USD DOLLARS)
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APPROVALS/NOTIFICATIONS
Be sure to collect all appropriate permissions and approvals prior to commencing construction. Although
Earthbound projects is more than happy to assist by providing consultation on project details and
recommended plans based on canadian standards, we take no responsibility in the submissions and
collections of such approvals due to our lack of knowledge and experience of such processes within Chile.

ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTIVE TRAIL PLANNING
It is highly recommended that an detailed environment screening report is carried out in order to gain a
better understanding of potential environmental sensitivities and impacts that may be incurred in the
undertaking of such a project. Along with all relevant and necessary local, provincial and national
permissions and approvals so as to expedite the trail building process and remove any potential barrier
that may impede the construction process. This will also help to improve knowledge and understanding
within the organization and bolster social and governmental support for existing and future projects.
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Appendix 1
Below are a series of examples of previously installed structures by the Shuswap Trail Alliance and other
trail organizations to deal with some of the most common scenarios.

Large Span Bridges
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Example of different styles of bridges constructed by the Shuswap Trail Alliance
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Examples of different styles of boardwalks constructed by the Shuswap trail Alliance

Example of culvert and raised tread styles constructed by the Shuswap Trail Alliance
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Example of various stair styles constructed by the Shuswap Trail Alliance
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Example of various retaining and armouring styles used in trail construction.
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Examples of various stile designs
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